Commission Is Elected

Thirteen Girls Are Named At Meeting Last Night

Thirteen girls were elected to fresh man commission at a meeting held at Onondaga hall, Monday evening. The group is composed of seven girls from Onondaga, three from Probster, and three from Woodworth.

The Onondaga hall representatives are: Eileen McGovern, Helen Smith; James Dunham, Velma Peterson; Jewel频频, Ilene Sturm, Manual; Mary Sorrell, Maude Torrey; George Tyler, Margaret Allen; Marjorie Ferguson, Elaine Askew, and Rosetta Haynes were re-elected the town girls.

They were chosen by ballot led by Edna McRoberts, '28, former president, Miss Ruth Norton, faculty adviser, and members present who, according to the minutes, approved the names of the 11 members and 2 alternates named:

Underwood will be opened to the public for the first time this fall on Tuesday, October 1, and Tuesday and Friday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. We may open it at noon occasion, Dr. Power stated. "We may open it at noon occasion, but 'it isn't the reward that a man can do. The greatest tribute to a man is the words of his sultpate" (He died climbing.)"

L. M. Alexander--Flies Over To inspect "Gym"

Lewis M. Alexander, president of the board of the lawrence college and principal donor of the new organ, flew from Boston to his alma mater, Wednesday, September 26, to inspect the goal of its named pipe, Monday afternoon.

Ralph Bomkord, '26, and Warren Cobbs, '26, have resigned to Egl Gt., and have been replaced by a fresh man commission. A freshman meeting will be held after spending a week at the Theta Phi fraternity house.

Mortar Board Awards

An annual Scholarship is awarded to the student who has shown the greatest improvement in the freshman class in the past year. The Mortar Board scholarship, awarded annually to the most worthy member of the class with leadership ability, was presented to Alice Norton Brown, of West Bend, October 1, by Miss B. V. Hatcher.

The faculty advisors were present.

Tickets Going Fast

For Artist's Series

Deaths Waterman Appreciation Reserve Must Be Made Soon

The side of tickets for the newly opened community artist's series are going rapidly, according to Miss B. V. Hatcher, head of the art department. Tickets held in the dining room of Onondaga hall and a membership party for girls were sponsored by the group. Sales hold out large possibilities for the college to have a civic art society.

The purpose of fiction commission, founded in Lawrence college in 1903, is to promote a cultural life among members of the club and to cope with any problems which concern the class as a whole. Its value has greatly increased since the advent of freshman dormitories.

Dr. Bagg Makes New Discovery

Dr. K. A. Bagg, head of the department of geology, discovered the largest Orthoceras, a species of cuttlefish, ever found in the U.S., is located in the Palauan peninsula of the Philippines.

Although weight, the Orthoceras, is about $25.

Annual Scholarship for Degree

The new museum assistant is Walter Enquist, '29, and Edgar Koch, '30, who are Carl Hoffman, '29, John Loefer, '29, and Leonard Hargrave, '29, the other members.

This past summer Dr. Enquist worked in the geology laboratory, assisting Professor A. L. Millis, and is currently residing in California. His research consists of the study of the Palauan peninsula and its geology.

The new museum assistant is W alter Enquist, '29, and Edgar Koch, '30, who are Carl Hoffman, '29, John Loefer, '29, and Leonard Hargrave, '29, the other members.

300 pounds. Dr. Bagge is located in the southern portion of the Philippines.
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LAURENTIAN PLATFORM

1. Greater recognition of the student body's loyalty to institutions and traditions of the college.

2. Increased power and effectiveness of the student senate through immediate adoption of all college constitutions.

THE SECOND PLANK

In selecting as a point in its constructive platform for the year the question of reorganizing the student senate, the Laurentian is adopting a plank upon which the staff entertains strong convictions. As a staff member for a year, a need for revision was recognized. In the organization of the senate, it is with this in mind and with the hope that this year will bring the change that the Laurentian states its position. In wording the plank the Laurentian has endeavored to build up something definite by phrasing the points as follows: "Increased power and effectiveness of the student senate should be a step in the right direction. As this year's Senate is an entirely new organization, it is the wish of this paper to cooperate with the senate in every way in bringing about a speedy ratification of a code of laws for the all college constitution."

The need for a revision of the powers of the Senate has been a point which has been frequently stressed by the Laurentian. Four years ago the plank, "Empower the student senate" was in the following words: "Increased power and effectiveness of the student senate. It is, in a word, a legislature without legislation, and in point which has been frequently stressed by the Laurentian. Four years ago the plank, "Empower the student senate" was in the following words: "Increased power and effectiveness of the student senate. It is, in a word, a legislature without legislation, and in point which has been frequently stressed by the Laurentian."

The Laurentian Board of Control of Lawrence College, Appleton, Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879.

The Laurentian certain hopes that this will not be necessary, the Senate finds by the fine article of play they put up against the Teachers. It is that which has been frequently stressed by the Laurentian. Four years ago the plank, "Empower the student senate" was in the following words: "Increased power and effectiveness of the student senate. It is, in a word, a legislature without legislation, and in point which has been frequently stressed by the Laurentian."

The Laurentian Board of Control of Lawrence College, Appleton, Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Lawrence Drops Tough Game To Oshkosh, 6-0

Vikings Lose On Bad Break

Guard Recovers Blocked Punt; Ennis 25 Yard Touchdown

By Jack Roslieb

The Vikings, however they might be, were better than Oshkosh last Saturday, but the breakthrough of the game went against them. That, in substance, is the story of their 6 to 0 defeat at the hands of the Teachers in the inaugural battle of the 1928 season at Wisting Field.

The one break of the game came in the stage of a punt pass from corner as an attempted punt in the third quarter, a pass which was blocked and recovered by Williams, Oshkosh guard, who pounced on the loose oval and unearned 30 yards for the only score of the afternoon. Proceeding in that play Lawrence had all the betting of the play and continued to hold the upper hand for the rest of the game, but time after time the ball had been advanced deep into Normal territory, the evasive Viking machine backed the punt to put it out.

It would be hard to imagine anything outstanding individual stats in the Lawrence game. All the men played good football and at times turned on extra power, and most of the speed got a chance to start when "Rose" had them blocked. Based on yardage gained, Barfell and Plenti piled up the greatest totals, while Rasmussen and Brussat pooled a couple of good runs, with a big 35 yard rush at the end of the game, in the first period, when a ball that had been fumbled by Lawrence back was picked up by 80, Mitchell substituted his return to the goal line for a very productive one. Lawd also held up end of the line in some plays.

Defensively the Vikings had it all over the Normalians, except when they had been on a two to one down and a touchdown drive pushed through for two first downs. The first flush of Lawrence was cut down to two quarters, but as in Normal's game, their own ball had been advanced deep into midfield. The game was as a rule a punting game.

It was a one down game, and the other teams were unable to advance, and when they did, Lawrence's special features were enough to expel them from the game. In the opening play and the second quarter, a punt, Fritz brought the ball on the 14 yard line, and Plenti took the punt, returned it 11 yards, and Lawrence put it on the 23.

Late in the quarter Feeney fumbled and was recovered by Williams, Oshkosh back, and Lawrence put it on its four yard line. The Vikings were stopped for no gain by Bauff and they punted.

On the second play of the game, run by Lawrence, the Vikings started to outdo themselves. Late in the first quarter Feeney fumbled and was recovered by Williams, Oshkosh back, and Lawrence put it on its four yard line. The Vikings were stopped for no gain by Bauff and they punted.

In the second quarter Lawrence kicked by Krohn, Trankle for Fiszehl, Mcclaine for Rasmussen, Packard for Ehlert, Fighting Irish, St. Viators, 31 to 0. Gebert turned in a spectacular job of ball carrying, winning 165 yards. He was, as a matter of fact, the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season. Chicago was the fair haired lad in Ripon's 7 to 0 victory here last season.
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Saturday, October 2, 1928

SOCIETY

Delta Sigma Phi Pledge
Bec Sigma Phi announces the pledging of Herb Levine, classman of 28, and Harvey John Zimmerman, both of 28.

Delta Delta Delta Marriage
Announcement

Delta Eta House Party
Delta Eta entertained its pledges at a house party Saturday night. Among the guests were Dr. and Mrs. John B. MacHarg, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Miller, all of 28. Dr. William N. Jones, and Miss Anna A. Trever, clubwoman, were also present.

Delta Sigma Tau Tennis
A checkboard effort made up the tennis situation at the Delta Sigma Tau tennis party Saturday night. Professional tennis was given and no one was disappointed by Frank Smith's tennis abilities. The players were happy for the evening was fine, and they enjoyed the games.

Delta Sigma Tau Tea
Delta Sigma Tau entertained their guests Saturday evening.

Feminist

Hotel Appleton Barber Shop
Bobbing and Shaving
Carl F. Plank

Thesis Sigma Phi Pledge
Thesis Sigma Phi announces the pledging of Robert Rich, classman.

Alpha Gamma Phi Pledge
Alfa Gamma Phi announces the pledging of Hered Clattman and Harvey John Zimmerman, both of 28.

Sociable Hour For Baptised Students Held At Church
Baptist students of Lawrence college were entertained at a social hour held at 8:30 Sunday evening in the church parlor. Franklin LaPreve and Russell Durrant gave several musical selections. Refreshments were served by members of the young people's union.

Following the program, the regular meeting was conducted by Miss Louisa Zimmerman. "Our External Fellowship" was the topic of discussion.

Overnight Visit
Fourteen girls spent Saturday night at a cottage on Lake Winnebago following the first overnight trip sponsored by the girls. Natural food, supper and breakfast were served on the cottage grounds, and Miss Katherine Walker, physical education director for women, was chaperone.

GEENEN'S
You're Always Welcome Here

Roudshush Candy Co.
882 E. Eldorado St.

Rex and Milady Chocolate
Of Quality
We carry all Popular Bars

Hotel Appleton Barber Shop
Bobbing and Shaving
Carl F. Plank

Candle Glow Tea Room

OLD FRIENDS AND NEW
WE INVITE YOU ALL TO DINE WITH US
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE.
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